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Recent updates to the Leeds
Inspired API
This document outlines the recent updates that have been made to the Leeds Inspired
(LI) API and the information available on it: https://api.leedsinspired.co.uk/

Fields added to the API
1. Event Website link field: <link_website>
a. This will be used for event organisers to add an additional link to navigate
users to the specific website for the event
b. This is a non-required field on the LI event form but this field will be
auto-populated with the link to the event page on the LI website if it is left
blank. Therefore a value will also be visible in the API
2. Parent Event fields: <parent_event> and <parent_event_UID>
a. These fields will be used by Leeds Inspired moderators to group events
together under one larger event.
b. This is a non-required field and will only be populated when relevant
c. Two fields surfaced in the API for this:
i.

<parent_event> - string value of the Parent Event

ii.

<parent_event_UID> - unique identifier

3. Event Summary (short overview) field: <short_overview>
a. This field will be used by event organisers to provide a short overview of
the event
b. This is a non-required field on the LI event form
c. The value of this form will be used as the main metadata for the event
(eg. if the event is shared via social media)
d. This field is a plain text field, no formatting options are available
4. Event image alt text field: <image_alt>
a. Alt text is now a mandatory requirement when event organisers add an
image to a new event on the LI site
5. Price from field: <price_from>
a. New field to allow event organisers to add a banding of ticket price
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b. This field is a required field IF the event organiser states that the event is
not free
6. Price to field: <price_to>
a. New field to allow event organisers to add a banding of ticket price
b. This is a non-required field on the LI event form
7. Pay As You Feel field:
a. This is a radio button on the LI event form (Yes / No)
b. This field will only be surfaced on the API if the event organiser selects
“Yes”
8. Venue Image field <venue_image> and relating alt text field <venue_image_alt>:
a. When an event organiser selects/adds the venue that an event is
associated with, they now have the option to add an image (and
mandatory alt text)
b. This is a non-required field on the LI event form
c. If the venue image is added then the alt text field is required so both
fields will be surfaced on the API
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